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Abstract. A new retrieval method has been developed to
derive water vapour number density profiles from solar occultation measurements of the SCanning Imaging Absorption spectroMeter for Atmospheric CHartographY (SCIAMACHY). This method is intentionally kept simple and
based on a combination of an onion peeling approach with
a modified DOAS (Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy) fit in the wavelength region around 940 nm. Reasonable resulting water vapour profiles are currently obtained
in the altitude range 15–45 km. Comparisons of the SCIAMACHY profiles with water vapour data provided by the Atmospheric Chemistry Explorer Fourier Transform Spectrometer (ACE-FTS) show an average agreement within about 5%
between 20 and 45 km. SCIAMACHY water vapour data
tend to be systematically higher than ACE-FTS. These results are in principal confirmed by comparisons with water
vapour profiles derived from model data of the European
Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), although ECMWF concentrations are systematicly lower than
both corresponding SCIAMACHY and ACE-FTS data at all
altitudes.

1

Introduction

Water vapour is the most important greenhouse gas and plays
a key role in atmospheric chemistry and transport. Most of
the water vapour is located in the troposphere where it significantly contributes to weather and climate. Because the
tropopause acts as a cold trap, the water vapour density in the
stratosphere is significantly lower and decreases rapidly with
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increasing altitude. However, the amount of stratospheric
water vapour plays an important role in the generation of
Polar Stratospheric Clouds (PSCs), which in turn influence
strongly the amount of ozone in polar regions.
Trends in stratospheric water vapour are determined by
methane oxidation, transport through the tropopause and by
the Brewer-Dobson circulation (see Dhomse et al., 2008, and
references therein). To separate the various effects there is a
clear need for global long term measurements of lower stratospheric water vapour, as it can be provided by satellite measurements.
In the past, long-term stratospheric water vapour data
sets have been provided by the Stratospheric Aerosol and
Gas Experiment (SAGE) II and III (Thomason et al., 2004,
2007), the Halogen Occultation Experiment (HALOE; Russell et al., 1993) and the Polar Ozone and Aerosol Measurement (POAM III; Nedoluha et al., 2002). Unfortunately,
all these instruments discontinued operations in 2005/2006.
Currently, water vapour profiles are for example provided
by limb measurements of the Sub-Millimeter Radiometer
(SMR) on the Odin satellite (Murtagh et al., 2002; Urban
et al., 2007), the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) on Aura
(see e.g. Barnes et al., 2008) and the Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding (MIPAS, Fischer
et al., 2008; Milz et al., 2009) on ENVISAT. Profile information about water vapour can also be derived from
nadir measurements, like those of the Atmospheric Infrared
Sounder (AIRS) and the Advanced Microwave Sounding
Unit (AMSU) on Aura, see e.g. Aumann et al. (2003); Hagan et al. (2004). Furthermore, the GOMOS (Global Ozone
Monitoring by Occultation of Stars) instrument (Kyrölä
et al., 2004), also on ENVISAT, and the Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment (ACE) on SCISAT-1 (Bernath et al., 2005),
measuring in solar occultation geometry, also provide water
vapour profiles.
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Fig. 1. The solar occultation viewing geometry.

The SCanning Imaging Absorption spectroMeter for
Atmospheric CHartographY (SCIAMACHY; Bovensmann
et al., 1999) is – as MIPAS and GOMOS – part of the payload
of the European Environmental Satellite ENVISAT which
was launched in 2002. SCIAMACHY performs spectral
measurements in nadir, limb and lunar/solar occultation geometry, covering almost continuously the wavelength range
between about 220 and 2400 nm (Bovensmann et al., 1999).
From these measurements column densities and profiles of
various atmospheric constituents are derived (see e.g. Piters
et al., 2006), among these also water vapour columns from
nadir measurements (see e.g. Noël et al., 2004, 2005). However, up to now no water vapour profile data product from
SCIAMACHY exists, although there are first successful attempts to derive such profiles from SCIAMACHY limb data.
In this paper a new method to derive water vapour profiles from SCIAMACHY solar occultation data is presented.
Retrievals of atmospheric trace gas profiles from limb or occultation measurements are often based on the optimal estimation (OE) method (see e.g. Rodgers, 1990). This method
has proven to be appropriate for this purpose, as it in general produces reliable results which compare well with independent data, see e.g. Rozanov et al. (2005, 2007), Palm
et al. (2005), Meyer et al. (2005) or Amekudzi et al. (2005)
for examples of (especially SCIAMACHY) retrievals using
the OE method in different viewing geometries. The OE approach usually involves an iterative process where radiative
transfer calculations are required in each step. This makes
OE methods relatively time consuming, which may become
critical if large data sets – like those provided by satellites
– need to be analysed. In many cases – like for limb applications in the UV/Vis/NIR, where multiple scattering plays
a large role – such an iterative radiative transfer scheme can
not be avoided. Alternatively some retrieval methods (see
e.g. Kühl et al., 2008) use a two-step approach which separates the derivation of slant column densities of the respective absorber from the inversion. Another method used in
the analysis of limb data is the Global Fit approach (Carlotti,
1988) in which a nonlinear least-squares fit is applied simultaneously to the spectra for all tangent heights.
In solar occultation geometry, the measured quantity is not
the scattered earthshine but the direct transmission of solar
light. In this situation, the sun is directly in the field of view
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 3, 523–535, 2010

(FOV) of the instrument and intensities are large. The contribution of light scattered from outside the FOV into the instrument can be neglected. The accuracy of multiple scattering is therefore not as critical for retrievals from occultation measurements as for those from limb scattered radiation. However, radiative transfer calculations remain one
limiting factor for the speed of the retrieval, especially in the
case of so called line absorbers like water vapour, which require high spectral resolution. Taking these considerations
into account, the water vapour profile retrieval method described in this paper is based on an onion peeling approach
(Russell and Drayson, 1972) to derive water vapour densities starting from the upper atmospheric layers downwards.
In each layer a method based on modified DOAS (Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy) (Perner and Platt,
1979; Burrows et al., 1999; Noël et al., 2004) is used to derive the corresponding water vapour density along the line of
sight using a pre-calculated radiative transfer data base. In
addition as DOAS strictly is applicable only in the optically
thin case, a correction accounting for the non-linearity of the
water vapour absorption (arising from non-resolved spectral
lines) is applied.
The retrieval method is explained in more detail in the following section. In Sect. 3 the application of the method to
SCIAMACHY data is described. The results and a first validation by comparison with independent data are then given in
Sects. 4 and 5, followed by a discussion of errors in Sect. 6.

2
2.1

Retrieval method
General approach

The profile retrieval method is based on an onion peeling
approach in which the atmosphere is divided into a number
Nlayer of horizontal layers. The retrieval starts at the top layer
and proceeds downwards, taking into account at each altitude
the results of the upper layers. In solar occultation geometry
the instrument is looking directly to the sun through the atmosphere (see Fig. 1). The viewing geometry is therefore
well defined. Because of the large intensities of the directly
transmitted beam no multiple scattering processes need to be
considered.
The basic premise is that – assuming a horizontally homogeneous atmosphere – the absorption of light along a light
path transecting the whole atmosphere may be written as the
sum of the absorption of the individual altitude layers:
NX
layer
Ij
ln = Pj −
τij
I0
i=j

(1)

where all quantities are functions of wavelength. I0 is the
unattenuated solar intensity, usually derived from measurements at high tangent altitudes (larger than 100 km), where
the influence of the atmosphere is negligible. τij denotes
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/3/523/2010/
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the optical depth of an absorber (i.e. water vapour) resulting
from absorption in a layer i for an instrument looking at tangent altitude j . Ij is the corresponding measured spectrum
reaching the instrument under these viewing conditions, and
Ij /I0 is the corresponding transmission. Note that because
only the directly transmitted light is taken into account, the
signal Ij is not affected by layers below the tangent height
j . Pj describes a low (in our case 2nd) order polynomial by
which all broadband spectral features (arising e.g. from Mie
or Rayleigh scattering) are taken into account. This resembles the well-known Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) approach (Perner and Platt, 1979) which is
quite commonly used in the retrieval of nadir measurements
(see e.g. Burrows et al., 1999). Therefore we call our method
“Onion Peeling DOAS”.
The spectral range used in the retrieval is 928 nm to
968 nm. This wavelength range has been chosen, because
there the water vapour absorption is on the one hand large
enough for stratospheric retrievals and on the other hand
saturation effects are not too strong. Between 928 nm and
968 nm mainly water vapour absorbs, but there is also a small
absorption by ozone, which is also considered in the retrieval
(see below).
2.2

Convolution effects
Ij0

Let
be the spectrum measured by an instrument looking
at tangent height j in the case that the atmosphere does not
contain the absorber for which the partial optical depths τij
are given. In this case,
written as:
ln

Ij0
Ij

=

NX
layer

I0
ln Ij0

= Pj , and Eq. (1) may be re-

(2)

τij

i=j

This equation only holds in the case that the spectral structures are completely resolved by the measuring instrument.
In general, the measured quantity is the atmospheric spectrum convoluted by the instrument spectral response function, also called the instrument slit function. If we denote
with hi this convolution, the left side of Eq. (2) becomes
when using measured spectra:
ln

hIj0 i

(3)

hIj i

which is not identical to the convolution of Eq. (2):
ln

hIj0 i
hIj i

6 = hln

Ij0
Ij

i=h

NX
layer
i=j

τij i =

NX
layer

hτij i

(4)
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cjconv :=

ln hIjj i

(6)

I0

hln Ijj i
which leads to the following modified version of Eq. (1)
which is also fulfilled for convoluted spectra:
ln

NX
layer
hIj i
= Pj −
τijc
hI0 i
i=j

(7)

Note that Eqs. (1) and (7) are equivalent in the case that the
atmospheric spectral structures are much broader than the instrument slit function. However, since the SCIAMACHY instrument does not resolve the individual water vapour lines
this correction needs to be considered.
2.3

Density retrieval

In the optically thin case, the optical depth τij would be proportional to the number density ni , i.e. the concentration of
the absorber in layer i, the absorption cross section and the
length of the corresponding light path.
The relation between a modelled optical depth τijref and a
real (measured) one τij is therefore given by:
ai :=

ni
nref
i

=

τij

(8)

τijref

This leads to:
ln

IjM
I0M

= Pj −

NX
layer

τijref ai

(9)

i=j

where τijref has to include the convolution correction factor
cjconv and IjM and I0M are the measured spectra at instrument
spectral resolution.
Unfortunately, for water vapour in the spectral range considered here the optically thin case can not be assumed. Furthermore, saturated and non-saturated water vapour absorption lines are not resolved by the SCIAMACHY. As a consequence, the relation between optical depth and number density becomes non-linear. This so-called saturation effect is
taken into account by an additional correction factor ci which
is a function of (only) density and altitude. ci is currently
considered as a scalar value. Taking into account the dependence of the other quantities from the wavelength λ leads to
the following equation, assuming that only water vapour absorbs in the spectral region under consideration:

i=j

IjM (λ)

NX
layer

τijref (λ) ci (ni ) ai

To compensate for this, we define a “corrected” partial optical depth τijc as:

ln

τijc := hτij i cjconv

Although water vapour absorption is dominant in the wavelength range used here (928–968 nm), ozone (O3 ) is absorbing in the same spectral region. To improve the water vapour

with
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(5)

I0M (λ)

= Pj (λ) −

(10)

i=j
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fit residuals, we also consider ozone as an absorber. Therefore, an additional sum of reference ozone optical depths
O ,ref
τij 3 , also derived from radiative transfer calculations and
then scaled by a factor bi , has to be taken into account. Note
that no additional correction factors are required for ozone
because convolution and non-linearity effects do not play a
role here and we are not interested in the absolute ozone
amounts. This results in the following relation:
ln

IjM (λ)
I0M (λ)

=Pj (λ)−

NX
layer

τijref (λ)ci (ni )ai −

NX
layer

i=j

O ,ref

τij 3

(λ)bi (11)

i=j

For a given non-linearity correction ci the coefficients of
the polynomial Pj and the scaling factors ai and bi (which
do not depend on wavelength) can be determined via a least
squares fit using Eq. (11). Note that ci is a function of ni
and therefore also ai . Consequently, ci needs to be adapted
in each iteration step of the fit. The retrieval starts at the
top tangent height (j = Nlayer ), which results in the quantities PNlayer and the scaling factors aNlayer and bNlayer . In the
retrieval for the next lowest tangent altitude (j = Nlayer − 1)
the determined values for aNlayer and bNlayer are then used,
and so on, such that for each tangent height j only aj and
bj (and the coefficients of Pj ) need to be fitted. The water
vapour density at a certain altitude j is then given by:
nj = aj nref
j

(12)

Obviously, one disadvantage of this method is that any
errors of the higher tangent altitudes propagate downward.
However, in the case of water vapour the coupling between
the different layers is largely reduced by the exponential density increase with decreasing altitude.
2.4

Determination of partial optical depths
O ,ref

The partial optical depths τijref and τij 3
can be derived
from radiative transfer calculations. For this purpose, two
transmission spectra need to be determined for an instrument
looking at altitude j :
1. A spectrum Iij assuming an atmosphere where only
layer i contains the absorber.
2. A spectrum Ij0 assuming an atmosphere where the absorber is not present at all.
The partial optical depth is then given by:
τij = ln

Ij0
Iij

(13)

For the computation of the convolution correction according
to Eq. (6) additionally the end-to-end spectra Ij and I0 are
required. All spectra have been derived using the radiative
transfer model SCIATRAN (Rozanov et al., 2002), Version
2.2 in transmission mode. The involved water vapour cross
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 3, 523–535, 2010

sections are taken from the HITRAN 2008 data base (Rothman et al., 2009). The assumed reference atmosphere contains pressure, temperature and water vapour concentrations
taken from model data provided by the European Centre for
Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) for a latitude
of 67.5◦ N and a longitude of 30◦ W on 10 November 2005,
18:00 UT. This time and place corresponds to one of the collocations between SCIAMACHY and ACE-FTS (see below),
but this is actually an arbitrary choice.
Because the retrieval uses a fixed set of reference optical
depths and saturation correction factors, the retrieval results
are somewhat sensitive to the choice of the reference atmosphere. This is mainly because the water vapour absorption
cross section is a function of temperature and (to a lesser
degree) pressure. Depending on the actual atmospheric conditions which usually differ from the model assumptions this
may cause systematic deviations in the retrieved profiles. Retrieval studies with different model atmospheres have shown
that this systematic effect is largest at lower altitudes where
the deviations between the retrieved profiles may reach about
20% in extreme cases (e.g. when using a tropical atmosphere
for a retrieval at higher latitudes). At altitudes above about
35 km there is almost no dependency on the reference atmosphere. The ECMWF model atmosphere used in this study
is considered to be appropriate for the latitudinal range of
the measurements (about 50–70◦ N, see below), therefore no
major systematic error contributions are expected from using
a fixed background atmosphere.
The altitude grid for the radiative transfer calculations consists of 1 km intervals from 0 to to 50 km which is the maximum altitude for the retrieval. The reference atmosphere,
however, continues further upwards, therefore the topmost
model altitude level has no upper limit but contains everything above. Currently, the retrieval is limited to altitudes
above 15 km because below this height (and especially in
the troposphere) densities and related non-linear effects in
the optical depths become too large and also refraction becomes more important such that the model assumptions are
no longer valid.
Figure 2 shows some examples for modelled partial optical depths τijref of water vapour for different combinations
of water vapour layer altitude index i and viewing altitude
index j . In the case where the viewing altitude equals the
layer which contains water vapour (Fig. 2a) the optical depth
increases with decreasing altitude, as can be expected from
the increasing water vapour concentration. For a fixed layer
altitude (in Fig. 2b 50 km) the optical depths decrease with
decreasing viewing altitude because the absorber concentration along the light path decreases.
The partial optical depth shown in Fig. 2a and b contain a
correction for the convolution effect described above. In the
case of water vapour, this correction factor becomes significantly large especially for lower tangent altitudes, as can be
seen from Fig. 2c.
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2.5

Determination of saturation correction
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a)

Layer Altitude/Viewing Altitude
0.016

The saturation (or non-linearity) correction factor ci (ni ) is
also determined from radiative transfer calculations using the
relation

hIj i

=

NX
layer

τijref ai ci

(14)

i=j

0.012
Optical Depth

ln

hIj0 i

0.014

0
930

(15)

and denoting with x the spectral average over the fitting window for quantity x, the following relation for the saturation
correction can be derived:
PNlayer ref
τj − i=j
+1 τij ai ci
cj =
(16)
ref
aj τjj
Using Eq. (16), starting from the top altitude (Nlayer ) and
then propagating downwards each saturation correction factor for a certain tangent altitude can be derived. Note that
τj is also a function of density, or the related scaling factors
ai . The density dependence of c is derived by performing radiative transfer calculations for water vapour profiles which
are scaled by a height independent factor. The resulting density dependence of c is in fact an approximation, because –
as can be seen from Eq. (16) – the cj depend not only on
the density in layer j (i.e. aj ) but also on all densities (or ai )
above. Therefore, different shapes of profiles will result in
a different density dependence of c. However, specifically
for stratospheric water vapour this effect is considered to be
small because of the exponential decrease of density with altitude which limits the impact of altitudes which are much
higher than the tangent altitude.
This way, a data base of saturation correction factors ci (ai )
is calculated for a set of scaling factors between 10% and
300%. In the retrieval, the required saturation correction factors are then derived by interpolation.
Figure 3a shows the derived saturation correction factor c
as function of the used water vapour profile scaling factor for
different tangent altitudes. In general, a smaller scaling factor (i.e. lower water vapour densities than nref ) results in a
larger c and vice versa. This is because ci is multiplied to the
density scale factor in the retrieval formula (Eq. 11). For the
reference atmosphere, the scaling factor and thus all ai are
equal to 1, yielding that also all ci are equal 1 (as it should
be). For a tangent altitude of 50 km the saturation correction factor is close to 1 and does not depend much on the
water vapour density. For lower tangent altitudes the saturation effect and also the density dependence becomes larger,
although there is not much difference between the saturation
correction factors for the lowest altitudes (15 km and 20 km).
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/3/523/2010/
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which can be derived from Eq. (10) when taking modelled
spectra instead of measured ones. Defining
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Fig. 2. Modelled partial optical depths (including convolution correction). The “layer altitude” is the only altitude containing water
vapour. The “viewing altitude” corresponds to the observed tangent altitude. (a) Layer altitude equals viewing altitude. (b) Same
layer altitude (50 km) but different viewing altitudes. (c) Convolution correction factor as function of wavelength for different tangent
altitudes.

This can be explained by an increased influence of pressure
broadening of the absorption lines at lower altitudes which
reduces saturation effects.
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factor instead of a spectrally resolved one. Because of this,
the accuracy of the retrieval method described here is currently limited by the saturation correction to about 10%.
Especially above about 30 km small oscillations in the retrieved ratios occur. This kind of oscillations is well known
from limb or occultation profile retrievals (see e.g. v. Clarmann et al., 1991; Sofieva et al., 2004). One possibility to
overcome this problem is to add constraints on the smoothness of the profile to the retrieval as a priori information. The
retrieval method used in the present paper does not contain
such smoothness constraints. Instead, the profiles resulting
from SCIAMACHY measurements are smoothed after the
retrieval considering the vertical resolution of the instrument.
This is described in the next section.
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3

Application to SCIAMACHY
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Fig. 3. Results for simulated data. (a) Saturation correction factors
as function of the water vapour scaling factor for different tangent
altitudes. (b) Results of a retrieval on simulated data using scaled
water vapour profiles. The different curves correspond to different
scaling factors.

2.6

Consistency check

A consistency check of the retrieval method is performed by
application of Eq. (11) to simulated data, equivalent to those
data from which the saturation correction factors are computed. The input water vapour profiles have been scaled by
factors between 70% and 130%, thus covering at least the
expected variability of stratospheric water vapour which is
in the order of 20%. No additional noise has been added to
the simulated data. The resulting ratios of the retrieved water
vapour density profiles to the true one are plotted in Fig. 3b
as function of altitude.
For a self-consistent retrieval the density ratio should be
equal to 1 for all altitudes. As can be seen from Fig. 3b this
is only the case for the reference density (100% scaling). For
scaling factors different from 1 there are deviations of up to
±10%, increasing with the scale factor and with a maximum
between 20 and 25 km. The main reason for these differences is that the retrieval uses a scalar saturation correction
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 3, 523–535, 2010

The SCIAMACHY instrument performs solar occultation
measurements usually once per orbit during sunrise1 . With
an orbital period of about 100 min this results in 14 to 15 occultation measurements per day. SCIAMACHY comprises
eight channels of 1024 pixels each, covering almost continuously the spectral range between about 220 nm and 2400 nm.
In the spectral range of the water vapour retrieval (928 to
968 nm) the spectral resolution is about 0.52 nm. The SCIAMACHY instantaneous field of view (IFOV) in solar occultation mode is about 0.72◦ ×0.045◦ ; this corresponds to a vertical resolution at the tangent point of about 2.6 km. The horizontal resolution (across track) at the tangent point is about
30 km, limited by the size of the sun (about 0.5◦ ).
A solar occultation measurement is performed by SCIAMACHY in the following way: Before sunrise there are for
30 s vertical scans of ±0.33◦ around an altitude of about
17 km. As soon as the centre of the sun reaches this altitude, the rising sun is followed upwards while continuing
the upward/downward scans. Above 100 km there are different modes of solar occultation measurements performed;
for the water vapour profile retrieval we use only those measurements where the vertical scan over the sun is continued
up to almost 300 km.
For the spectral range considered here there are 16 readouts per vertical scan (either downward or upward). For the
retrieval a subset of these measurements is used; namely only
those data when the sun is already rising but below 60 km.
Furthermore, only data from the central part of the upward
scans are used. This results in about 20 spectra at different tangent altitudes between 0 and 60 km. However, as explained in the previous section, retrieval results below 15 km
are currently not used. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 for a typical SCIAMACHY solar occultation measurement. In addition, corresponding measurements at about 200 km altitude
1 Note that although the SCIAMACHY instrument sees a rising

sun, the local time at the tangent point is in the evening, i.e. corresponds to sunset.
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4

Results

Figure 5 shows an example for retrieval results for a
SCIAMACHY measurement in orbit 19 333 on 10 November 2005. Panel a depicts the measured signal (lnI /I0 ) at
50 km together with the fitted spectrum and the resulting relative residual. The signal at this altitude is low and noisy, and
the residual is quite large, but nevertheless the fit is successful. Panel b shows the same for a tangent altitude of 20 km.
Here, the densities are much higher and also the absorption
structures are much better pronounced. Consequently, the
relative fit residuals are much smaller. However, a closer
look at the residuals reveals larger differences between fit and
measurements at spectral regions where absorption is higher
(e.g. around 935 nm). This is an indication that saturation is
not completely corrected, most likely because the currently
implemented saturation correction does not depend on wavelength. Here, there is room for improvement of the retrieval
method.
Figure 5c shows the retrieved profile of water vapour. The
un-smoothed data are depicted by the blue line, the smoothed
data by the red line. Below about 30 km there is almost
no difference between the smoothed and un-smoothed profile. The green circles indicate the original measurement
tangent heights. The error bars give the estimated retrieval
error derived from the fit, which (in the logarithmic plot)
increases with height and is considerably high (about 50%)
above 45 km.
Up to now, all SCIAMACHY data from August 2002 until
October 2009 have been processed using the Onion Peeling
DOAS method. The resulting profiles are shown in Fig. 6a.
For this plot all data of one day (up to 13 profiles at different
longitudes but almost the same latitude) have been averaged.
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/3/523/2010/

SCIAMACHY Solar Occultation Scan/Readouts (State 49)
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are used as reference spectrum (I0 ) by which the lower altitude spectra are divided; care is taken that only spectra of the
same relative position on the sun (i.e. matching readouts in
the vertical scan) are combined. This is necessary because of
the different filling of the IFOV.
It is a prerequisite of the retrieval method used here that the
modelled optical depths and the measured spectra are on the
same altitude grid. To avoid a re-calculation of optical depths
for each individual measurement the (logarithms of the) measured SCIAMACHY spectra are linearly interpolated to the
retrieval altitude grid before the retrieval. After the retrieval,
the derived profiles are smoothed by application of a boxcar filter of width 2.6 km, which is the vertical size of the
SCIAMACHY instantaneous field of view. This smoothing
is done to avoid retrieval artefacts resulting from (1) instabilities/oscillations in the retrieved profiles due to a lack of
information, (2) the interpolation of the measured transmissions to the (finer) retrieval altitude grid, and (3) the coarser
vertical resolution of the SCIAMACHY measurements compared to the retrieval grid spacing of 1 km.
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Fig. 4. Tangent altitudes of channel 5 readouts during a typical
SCIAMACHY solar occultation measurement. Only those altitudes
marked by red points are used in the retrieval. Reference spectra
(I0 ) are taken from the upward scan around 100 s after the start of
the measurement in about 200 km altitude.

The latitudinal distribution of the data is shown in the top of
the figure. As can be seen from this, SCIAMACHY occultation measurements are restricted to northern mid-latitudes
between about 50◦ and 70◦ . Because of the sun-fixed ENVISAT orbit the latitudinal variation is the same for each
year. The black curve in the lower part of the figure shows
the average tropopause height (defined as temperature minimum), which has been derived from collocated ECMWF
temperature profiles provided every 6 h on a 1.5◦ ×1.5◦ latitude/longitude grid.
As can be seen from Fig. 6a, the water vapour number densities vary very smoothly with altitude; as expected,
there is continuous decrease upwards. The seasonal variation
roughly follows the variation of tropopause heights and/or
tangent latitudes; this can not clearly be separated because
both are coupled. In (northern) summer, tropopause heights
are higher (and latitudes are lower), and the water vapour
profiles are shifted upwards.
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Fig. 6. Daily averaged water vapour profiles derived from SCIAMACHY occultation measurements with the Onion Peeling DOAS
method. (a) Number density profiles. The latitudinal range of the
SCIAMACHY measurements is indicated on top of the figures. The
black curve shows the average tropopause height, derived from collocated ECMWF data. Periods of reduced SCIAMACHY data quality (due to instrument switch-offs or decontamination periods) have
been masked out (vertical grey bars). (b) Same plot for volume
mixing ratio (VMR) profiles.
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Fig. 5. Example fit results for a SCIAMACHY occultation measurement on 10 November 2005. (a) Measured signal and fit (top)
and corresponding residual (bottom) for 50 km tangent altitude.
(b) Same for 20 km tangent altitude. (c) Resulting water vapour
profile from SCIAMACHY data (smoothed, un-smoothed, and interpolated to measurement altitude grid).
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In Fig. 6b the same data set as in panel a is shown, but in
form of volume mixing ratios (VMRs). The VMRs have been
derived from the original SCIAMACHY number density profiles using collocated ECMWF pressure and temperature data
(again on a 1.5◦ ×1.5◦ latitude/longitude grid). Because pressure and temperature are taken from a different data set, the
VMR profiles are somewhat noisier than the number density
profiles. However, the seasonal variation and the relation
to tropopause height/tangent latitude is very similar. Minimum VMRs occur below about 25 km (lowest in summer),
whereas maximum values are reached between 40 and 45 km.
In this altitude region the measured VMRs are about 8 ppmv,
which is in general agreement with other measurements and
models (see e.g. Thornton et al., 2009).
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/3/523/2010/
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For a first validation, the derived SCIAMACHY water
vapour profiles have been compared with collocated water vapour profiles from the European Centre for Medium
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and from the Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment Fourier Transform Spectrometer (ACE-FTS).
The ECMWF water vapour density profile has been derived from analysed meteorological profiles of pressure, temperature and specific humidity, which are provided every 6 h
on a 1.5◦ ×1.5◦ latitude/longitude grid. The ECMWF profile
closest in time and space has been selected.
The ACE-FTS instrument is the primary payload of the
Canadian SCISAT-1 satellite which was launched in August 2003 (Bernath et al., 2005). ACE-FTS performs solar occultation measurements in the infrared spectral range
(2.2 to 13.3 µm) and provides altitude profiles for temperature, pressure and the volume mixing ratios (VMRs) of several atmospheric molecules – including water vapour – between typically 10 and 100 km. The second instrument on
SCISAT-1, ACE-MAESTRO (Measurement of Aerosol Extinction in the Stratosphere and Troposphere Retrieved by
Occultation) is a UV-Vis spectrometer which also provides
– among other products – water vapour profiles. However,
in the present paper we only compare with ACE-FTS profiles (Version 2.2). The ACE water vapour profiles have
been validated by comparisons with results from several
space-borne, balloon-borne and ground-based sensors (Carleer et al., 2008), resulting in an agreement within about
5–10% in the stratosphere (15 to 70 km). For the comparison with SCIAMACHY data the VMRs have been converted
to number densities using temperature and pressure profiles
also provided by ACE-FTS. The criteria for collocated ACEFTS and SCIAMACHY data sets are that the data have to be
obtained on the same day within a maximum tangent point
distance of 500 km. For the comparison all data have been
interpolated to the SCIAMACHY retrieval altitude grid.
Figure 7 shows the (smoothed) SCIAMACHY water
vapour profile from Fig. 5c in comparison with ECMWF and
ACE-FTS data. In this case, the selected ACE-FTS profile is
obtained at the same day as the SCIAMACHY data at almost
the same location (distance only about 16 km). The shown
ECMWF profile is in fact the one which was used in the radiative transfer calculations to derive partial optical depths
and saturation correction factors (see Sect. 2).
Whereas the ECMWF water vapour densities are systematically lower than both satellite data, there is a quite good
agreement between the ACE-FTS and SCIAMACHY results.
This is confirmed by a more extended analysis involving 408
collocations between SCIAMACHY and ACE-FTS and the
corresponding ECMWF data in the years 2004 to 2007. The
results of the inter-comparisons are shown in Fig. 8.
Figure 8a shows the average water vapour profiles of
SCIAMACHY, ACE-FTS and ECMWF. Whereas the ACE-

35
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Fig. 7. SCIAMACHY water vapour profile on 10 November 2005. Comparison of SCIAMACHY water vapour profile from
10 November 2005 with matching ACE and ECMWF profiles.

FTS and SCIAMACHY data agree quite well over almost
the whole altitude range, the mean ECMWF water vapour
concentrations are systematically lower than both ACE-FTS
and SCIAMACHY results at all altitudes. The error bars
in Fig. 8a comprise the standard deviation of the profiles at
each altitude and do not consider errors of the retrieved water vapour data. The errors bars therefore are an indicator for
the variability in water vapour seen by the instruments and
the model. For all data sets the variability is lowest between
20 and 25 km and increases at higher altitudes and towards
the troposphere.
In panel b of Fig. 8 the correlation between the data sets
(SCIAMACHY vs. ACE-FTS, SCIAMACHY vs. ECMWF
and ACE-FTS vs. ECMWF) is shown as a function of altitude. The correlation describes how well variations in water
vapour profiles by ACE-FTS or ECMWF are reproduced by
the SCIAMACHY data, which is an important information to
e.g. assess the potential to derive stratospheric water vapour
trends. The observed correlation is very similar for all three
combinations and considerably high at altitudes above 30 km
(Pearson’s r varies around 0.7–0.9 there), but significantly
drops down for lower altitudes. Above about 20 km these low
correlations are possibly related to the smaller water vapour
variations at these altitudes, as can be seen from the standard deviations in panel a. Below 20 km variations become
higher; there, atmospheric effects like refraction (which is
not considered in the SCIAMACHY retrieval) may play a
role. This has to be investigated further.
Panel c of Fig. 8 shows the mean relative difference between the SCIAMACHY and ACE-FTS results (related to
the mean of both data sets, i.e. (SCIA+ACE)/2) as function of height and the corresponding standard deviations of
the differences. Figure 8d is a similar plot for the comparison with ECMWF; reference is here also the mean,
i.e. (SCIA+ECMWF)/2.
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Fig. 8. Results of comparison between 408 collocated SCIAMACHY, ACE-FTS and ECMWF water vapour profiles. (a) Mean profiles; the
error bars denote the standard deviation of the profiles. (b) Correlation between profiles as function of altitude. (c) Mean relative deviation
between SCIAMACHY and ACE-FTS profiles and corresponding standard deviation. (d) As (c), but for comparison with ECMWF data.

As can be seen from Fig. 8c, the SCIAMACHY water vapour concentrations are systematically higher than the
ACE-FTS values by about 5% between 20 and 45 km. Below
and above this altitude range deviations are somewhat larger.
As noted before, the results above 45 km are associated with
a significant retrieval error and therefore less reliable. Below about 18 km the SCIAMACHY water vapour densities
decrease significantly as can also be seen in subpanel a. This
is considered to be related to tropospheric effects which limit
the applicability of the SCIAMACHY retrieval at lower altitudes. The standard deviation of the differences is only
about 5% except for the lowest and highest altitudes where it
reaches about 10–15%
The comparison with ECWMF data (Fig. 8d) confirms
a systematic positive offset between SCIAMACHY and
ECMWF water vapour profiles of about 15 to 35%, largest
between 20 and 25 km. The standard deviation is except for
the highest altitudes again small (5–10%).
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Discussion of errors

To judge upon the quality of the SCIAMACHY water vapour
density data various error sources of the retrieval (most of
them mentioned before) are summarised and discussed in this
section.
The precision of the derived water vapour densities estimated from the residuals of the retrieval (when applied to
real measurement data) is typically in the order of 10–20%
below 45 km (see Fig. 5 for an example) and usually below
15% between 20 and 40 km. This includes random error
components resulting from instrumental noise.
As described in Sect. 2.6 the retrieval has shown to be
self-consistent on a sub-percent level, i.e. if a retrieval is performed on the same simulated data which were used to derive
the radiative transfer data base the correct profile is retrieved.
Artificial oscillations in the retrieved profiles caused by the
retrieval are expected to be largely reduced by the applied
vertical smoothing and thus of minor importance.
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However, systematic offsets are expected due to insufficiencies of the (scalar) saturation correction (see Fig. 3). The
actual error which results from this depends on how large the
‘true’ atmospheric conditions differ from the ones assumed
in the radiative transfer calculations. Taking into account
typical variabilities of water vapour as shown in Fig. 6 the
maximum error due to limited saturation correction is estimated to be about 10% at around 25 km. This error is currently considered to be the major source of uncertainties for
the water vapour product. Because the chosen atmospheric
conditions in the radiative transfer are based on ECMWF
data, they are considered to be quite representative such that
the specific choice of the reference profiles should (on average) have only a minor impact on the retrieval results.
Another potential systematic error, not mentioned before,
arises from the SCIAMACHY pointing knowledge, i.e. the
accuracy of the tangent heights. Currently, SCIAMACHY
tangent heights are expected to be accurate within some
100 m (with some seasonal effects), which translates into an
error of water vapour densities in the order of 1–3%.
Other potential systematic error sources are the selected
slit function and the knowledge of the line parameters given
in the HITRAN (Rothman et al., 2009) data base used in the
radiative transfer calculations. These errors are difficult to
quantify, but since the most actual data have been used in the
retrieval this error is considered to be small.
Based on the values given above, the overall uncertainty of
the SCIAMACHY water vapour densities for a single measurement is expected to be in the order of 10–15%.
The accuracy of the water vapour product can only be assessed after validation. Based on the comparison with ACEFTS data shown in Sect. 5 an accuracy of the SCIAMACHY
water vapour profiles of about 5% (mean deviation, with a
standard deviation of also about 5%) in the altitude range 20
to 45 km is estimated.

7

Conclusions

The new “Onion Peeling DOAS” retrieval method to derive
water vapour density profiles from SCIAMACHY solar occultation measurements in the spectral region 928–968 nm
has shown to provide reasonable results in the altitude region
15–45 km. The estimated precision of the SCIAMACHY water vapour profiles is 10 to 20% in this altitude range and
typically better than 15% between 20 and 40 km. ECMWF
water vapour densities are generally lower than both ACEFTS and SCIAMACHY data at all heights. The maximum
deviation between SCIAMACHY and ECMWF results is
about 35% between 20 and 25 km. Comparisons with ACEFTS show a quite good agreement at altitudes between 20
and 45 km where mean relative deviations are below about
5%, with SCIAMACHY results being typically larger than
those of ACE-FTS. Based on this, an accuracy of the SCIAMACHY product of about 5% (± 5%) is estimated. This is
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/3/523/2010/
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within the estimated systematic errors of the SCIAMACHY
retrieval which are in the order of 10–15%, mainly limited
by the handling of saturation effects. For comparison, ACE
validation results (Carleer et al., 2008) show an agreement
of ACE-FTS water vapour profiles with other data sets in
the stratosphere (15 to 70 km) of about 5–10%, which is in
line with the SCIAMACHY data. Especially at higher altitudes there is a good correlation between the ACE-FTS and
SCIAMACHY profiles, indicating that both instruments are
capable to identify similar changes in water vapour concentrations. Taking into account the simplicity of the SCIAMACHY retrieval method, which (intentionally) only uses
a very limited radiative transfer data base, these results are
very promising.
In principle, the Onion Peeling DOAS method is not restricted to the application to water vapour. It may also be
used for the retrieval of other trace gases (like ozone) where
saturation is less critical. This will be investigated in the future.
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